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New Clean Air, Fuel Saving Technology
Arrives at West Virginia Truck Stop
A new technology that improves air quality, conserves fuel and puts better rested longhaul drivers on the highways has been installed in one of West Virginia’s largest truck
stops along the heavily traveled I-70 corridor.
IdleAire Technologies Corporation, a Knoxville, Tennessee-based company, has
completed installation of its patented, award-winning Advanced Truckstop Electrification
(ATE®) technology in the TravelCenters of America (TA) location at Exit 11 in
Wheeling. The West Virginia installation is part of the company’s national deployment of
more than 200 new locations announced earlier this year.
By providing filtered central heating and air conditioning, along with electrical outlets
and a variety of communications and entertainment options into each truck cab, IdleAire
allows long-haul drivers to shut off their engines instead of idling them to maintain
comfortable cab temperatures while resting. Drivers are required to rest for at least 10
hours for every 11 on the road.
“If each of the 63 parking spaces we have equipped with IdleAire is used only for the
minimum 10-hour rest period, then we can eliminate over 2,400 metric tons of diesel
emissions annually and conserve about 230,000 gallons of fuel that would have been
consumed idling and moving no product,” said IdleAire Chief Operating Officer Lynn
Youngs. “Of course the spaces are available 24 hours a day, not just 10.”
IdleAire installs, operates and maintains the system, which also provides a phone line,
multiple ways to access high-speed Internet, television and movies on demand. The only
equipment any truck needs to access the system is a $10 window adapter that allows
IdleAire’s service module to fit in the passenger window.
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Fleets with signed agreements with IdleAire pay $1.85 an hour for basic services. Over
1,700 fleets have such agreements with the company and many fleets pay for IdleAire’s
basic services for their company drivers because of the savings in fuel, maintenance and
engine wear & tear, and because it serves as a driver retention and recruitment tool.
Since its first three small pilot installations in 2001, the company has delivered over 9
million hours of service to drivers and fleets across the nation and eliminated
approximately 100,000 metric tons of diesel emissions.
About IdleAire
IdleAire Technologies Corporation was formed in June 2000 to develop a high quality, reliable
system to deliver a wide range of convenient in-cab services that drivers would normally expect
to have only at home. The services are designed as a comprehensive solution for the long-haul
industry, targeting improved driver comfort, lifestyle and rest, while saving fleets the costs
associated with idling, driver retention and recruitment, and driver training – all without idling
the truck engine. IdleAire’s system provides 120-volt electrical outlets, filtered central heat and
air conditioning, a Pentium-class computer with color touch screen interface, high-speed Internet
and e-mail, both wireless and Ethernet connections for drivers with personal computers, a
telephone connection and free local phone calls, premium satellite television service, movies on
demand and driver continuing education, all delivered to the truck cab. IdleAire’s system has
received R&D Magazine’s 2003 R&D 100 Award as one of the most technologically significant
products of the year, the 2004 EPA Clean Air Excellence Award, the 2004 California Governor’s
Environmental & Economic Leadership Award, the 2004 CALSTART Blue Sky Merit Award for
commercialization of this fuel-conserving system, the 2005 Texas Environmental Excellence
Award, and was a finalist in the 2005 Computerworld Honors Program.
This press release contains forward-looking statements. IdleAire wishes to caution the reader of
this press release that actual results may differ from those discussed in the forward-looking
statements and may be adversely affected by, among other things, risks associated with new
product development and commercialization, intellectual property, regulatory approvals,
competitive offerings, IdleAire’s overall business strategy, and other factors described in IdleAire
filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
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